House of Travel Christchurch On Victoria

122 Victoria Street

Your wedding should be one of the most romantic and memorable days of your life,
but sometimes achieving that can be stressful. That is where House of Travel On
Victoria can help!
We can organise your entire wedding from start to finish, whether it's getting you
and your guests to that dream location or offering the expertise and inspiration of
our professional Wedding Designer who will take the hassle and hard work away by
liaising directly with the resort on your behalf to help organise and plan your

wedding day requirements.
Weddings in the South Pacific
Imagine a wedding where the phone won't be ringing constantly, even the mother
of the bride will be relaxed and if you can't find your wedding shoes at the last
minute it won't matter; as a barefoot wedding is often the norm in Fiji!
Weddings in Asia
Exotic and romantic, getting married in Thailand is a special way to experience the
unmatched generosity and friendly culture. Whether paradise for you is a secluded,
sapphire-blue beach, an oriental adventure or the royal treatment at an exclusive
resort, Thailand can provide an excellent wedding backdrop.
You can choose an intimate ceremony with just the two of you or invite family and
friends to share your special day – they’ll jump at the chance to join you in this
exotic paradise. Asia is a great choice if you are wanting to invite guests from other
parts of the world where you can all meet in a central location and enjoy a perfect
holiday destination.
Weddings in Las Vegas
Get married by Elvis: The ultimate American wedding!
Enjoy the glitz and glamour that Las Vegas has to offer. Watch the fountain show
outside the Bellagio. See the Pirate Show outside Treasure Island. Watch the
Volcano erupt outside the Mirage. See the laser show downtown at the Freemont
Street Experience. Visit the Grand Canyon. The options are endless and of course
shopping!
Las Vegas is truly a fantastic destination and a wedding you will remember for ever.
Honeymoon Bridal Registry
A gift register is a fantastic way for brides and grooms to have the honeymoon of
their dreams. We can set a register up for you which your guests can contribute to.
Just before the wedding we will provide you with a list of who has contributed.
Contact Us
Please call the friendly team at House of Travel On Victoria to get started on your
wedding and honeymoon planning.
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